Author, Convert, Former Minister
Lectures Here

Theodore Maynard, noted Catholic author and lecturer, will address the student assembly, November 4, on "The Chesterton I Knew." The most spirited one. An open discussion will follow the main speeches. Before the America First organization at Hotel Rowe, October 16, this same group presented a program similar to the one they have planned for Thursday.

Theodore Maynard, born in India, in 1890, of Plymouth Brethren missionaries. He was educated in England and the United States, was a Congregationalist minister in Vermont for a short time but was forced to resign his pulpit because of a sermon he delivered there on "Fools." He was received into the Church in 1913 and spent seven months in the Dominican novitiate there on "Fools." He was received into the Church in 1913 and spent seven months in the Dominican novitiate before he decided that he was not suited for the religious life. In 1913 he married. He has four sons and three daughters. For more than 15 years he has taught and lectured on English literature in American colleges.

Beckmann, Margaret Milanowski
Lead Men's Union, Women's League

Charles Beckmann and Margaret Milanowski, seniors, have been elected to head the Men's Union and Women's League, respectively. Freshman offices in the Men's Union are held by William V. Villeneuve, president, and Joseph Yelle, vice-president; in the women's league are: Corrine Walsh, president, and Judy Fisher, treasurer.

T. M. Murphy Represents Aquinas
In Educational Association Panel

Thomas T. Murphy, instructor in commerce and economics in the College, will be one of a panel of eight who will discuss "The Content of Our High School Social Science Course," at 9:30 a.m., Thursday, October 24, in the Dominican novitiate hall.

Shillinglaw, acting principal of Ottawa Hills high school, will close the discussion with an address on "What Is Involved in a New Order." Tommey dates

Debaters Anticipate Active Season
Under Tutelage of Father Luther

Debaters will soon be arguing the pro and con of the labor union question. Official debate topic for 1941-42 will be "Resolved: The federal government should regulate trade unions by law." Aquinas teams, as well as all collegiate squads, will prepare their arguments soon for the coming winter season. The Rev. Joseph A. Luther, debate coach, says that he expects an interesting schedule of contests, with the likelihood that Aquinas will have several good teams among the men and at least one among the women.

T. T. Murphy Represents Aquinas to Students
T. M. Murphy, instructor in commerce and economics in the College, will be one of a panel of eight who will discuss "The Content of Our High School Social Science Course," at 9:30 a.m., Thursday, October 24, in the Dominican novitiate hall.

Two of the foremost Thomists of the mid-West, one a layman and one a priest, will present their views on "What Is Involved in a New Order." Yves R. Simon, Ph. D., University of Notre Dame, will address the college section at 1:30 p.m. on "The Deliverance of the World." Msgr. Thomas L. Noa, rector of St. Joseph's Seminary, will take up the subject of the Blessed Sacrament, and round-out the evening's festivities. Andrew Brink and Louise Imperi are in charge of the entertainment part of the program, while Robert Barnett is handling transportation.

AUTO POSTPONEMENT
November 4 has been officially set as the date on which the Aquinas college will give away a 1942 four-door Dodge sedan, complete with clock, heater, defroster, and fluid-drive transmission. Conflicts with the Aquinas-sponsored Adler lecture caused a postponement from October 10.

Evidences Guild Discusses Education

The purpose of Catholic school education will be the subject of discussion as a noon meeting of the Catholic Evidence Guild, Wednesday, October 29. Audrey Snyder and Thomas Overkleeft will lead the discussion.

At its opening meeting, October 15, the Guild elected Robert Herrmann, president; Kathryn McCourt, secretary, and Betty Eickholz, superintendent from Maple Grove, is secretary of the league.
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Students Invited To Form Group To Study Divine Office

Students who are interested in the Divine Office, or who wish to join in saying parts of the Office in common, are invited to meet with John A. Cserna, instructor in philosophy, on Friday, October 24, at 1 p.m. in Room 202.
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Margaret Milanowski
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The world today is in the midst of a great "election" or struggle between the values of Christianity and the non-Christian world. The parties of the Christian Church are the only parties that have the courage and faith to listen to the world's cry for peace. The parties of the Catholic Church have been active in promoting this idea since before the war. The Catholic Church, with its platform of peace among races and nationalities, has always been a leader in this cause. We must vote for the Catholic Church because it is the only party that can bring about peace.

Since our present statistics cannot be trusted, we cannot be sure that the figures are reliable. If the figures were highly accurate, the figures would be the same as those for the war department. The reason for this is that the war department is the only organization that can be trusted to give accurate figures. The figures for the war department are based on interviews with officers and men, and are therefore more reliable than the figures for the Catholic Church.

Draught No Gauge of Patriotism

But even if the figures were relatively complete they would be quite misleading. For they are based on drafting as well as volunteering. The reason for this is that the war department is the only organization that can be trusted to give accurate figures. The figures for the war department are based on interviews with officers and men, and are therefore more reliable than the figures for the Catholic Church.

October Fantasy

Sometime old in the silence, I hear
The funeral step of autumn rain,
And the lingering touch of its drear
Slanting fingers is cold on my face again.

I hear it whisper from sooty skies
And rush and rattle down frowning eaves;
Sob where the sorry garden dies
Beneath the sodden leaves.

The funeral tip-toe of autumn rain,
And the lingering touch of its drear
Slanting fingers is cold on my face again.

So I'll not be afraid to die:
I'll cast the axe away
And make a more complete survey.

Tis true that some students seem to have
Their hands in everything and still manage
Somehow to maintain good grades; and then again,
Tis true some people have jumped off the Brooklyn bridge and lived. But would you like to try it?

Charles Beckmann
Adler Explains Basic Principles in Educational System

"What Am I Seeking?", "How Do I Get There" Cited as Fundamental Problems

"Until educators recognize that there is objective truth, all talk about education is irrelevant." Adler concluded, "the ends of education are the same for all men. That end," he declared, "is to make men good as men."

Alumni News

WEDDINGS

Max Margaret Teske, ex '41, and Merle Patten were at Sacred Heart church, October 11.

Miss Mary Hamilton, ex '34, and Ralph Hutton were at St. Francis church, November 22.

Mr. and Mrs. David Pike announced the birth of a son, Mrs. Pike is the former Alice Francine, '35.

Henry Biada, '39 has been appointed as accountant at the Michigan Bakers, Kalamazoo.

Mariana Niles Francine has a position with the Old Age Agency at Charlevoix.

Seraph Smijiel, president of the Alumni and Leonard Mason, athletic director of the alumni, have been most consistently loyal to Harbor stations in the last four years of the paper's existence. Their subscriptions are always among the first to come in.

But, he continued, "while in fields other than education one might have some sway about the means, there is no dispute about the ends." For Adler, as for many others, the role of the doctor was determined by the fact that physicians are among the last people who can do anything about the problem of disease.

Mary E. Joyce Considers

The Unconsidered Trifles

No, Bill Alexander won't be looking for something to eat in the wanna-be-a-chef's cabinets. He's just packing his lunch. And he's laid some plans... If what appears anyway, there must be some explanation for this lack of any term-...inal goals.

Questions Advanced

Two questions may be asked about this problem, says Adler: Are there any questions one asks about any problem? What am I seeking? And how do I get there? "Means and ends," says Dr. Adler, "are important considerations when we are discussing educational difficulties." Adler, "while in fields other than education one might have some sway about the means, there is no dispute about the ends." For Adler, as for many others, the role of the doctor was determined by the fact that physicians are among the last people who can do anything about the problem of disease.

Conference Speakers Urge Delegates To Bring Christ Into Their Lives

Bishop Plagens Commends Student Journalists For Active Part Taken with Forces of God

Interest of student journalists in the cause of their institutions to fulfill the ideals of Catholic life was commended by the Most Rev. Joseph C. Plagens, D.D., Bishop of Grand Rapids, when he addressed the Catholic Student Press association,鋪 the way for the dominating theme of the conference, "Student Journalists and the Catholic Way of Life." The entire world is hungry for revolution, Dean O'Sullivan is the former Helen La Franiere, '35. *
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Process Form

Floor discussions following each of the three main addresses were led by Miss Marie Louise Tully, Ladies of the Grotto, Livelock, Ill., Miss Janet Kalven, University of Chicago, and John A. Ostenso, of Aquinas. At 4 p.m. the 500 or more dele- gates were in procession, singing stirring chants, from the auditorium to the church for Vesper and Benediction of the Most Blessed Sacrament.

Dean J. L. O'Sullivan

President of the Catholic Press association in Grand Rapids, October 4.

"Since it is among youth that enthusiastic countries first spread their philosophy," commented His Excellency, "it is the very province of the Catholic student press to bring Christ into their lives."
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Co-eds Hold Stagette At "Imperi's Dugout"

Date—Thursday, October 9, 1941
Time—7:30 p. m.
Place—Imperi's Events—Women's League Stagette.
The success of the year's first social event of the Women's League can be attested to by hearing the enthusiastic gong of the evening came when potato chips, cookies, and cocoa with marshmallows were served.

College Cage Squad to Clash With Notre Dame, U. of D.

For the first time in the history of the College, an Aquinas athletic team will meet a big-name team from a university. The Rev. Joseph A. Luther, basketball coach, has arranged a tilt with the U. of D. freshman team at Detroit, December 6. Later in the month the Tommies will encounter one of the strongest basketball teams at South Bend.

To Celebrate Missa Recita in Chapel

Next Tuesday, October 28, there will be a Missa Recita in the college chapel at 7:45 a.m. The Rev. Arthur F. Bukowski, president of the college, will be the celebrant, and the student body will give the responses.

As for idiosyncrasies, Mary has that sort of vivacious personality which is always launched upon several important tasks at one time, and all are habitually well performed. As her moods go, so goes one. Thus Mary received her first nickname a few weeks ago, or rather

Proved as the freshest-apple-classroom-game player, like Zenas must remain or face "unconditional" surrender.

Circus Contortionist Crew Combine to Send Library Lots of Laughs

By JEAN JEEPER LOPE

What attitude do you take? That is, when studying. We admit that everyone has to be physically comfortable before tackling that first year Spanish or an Essay on Nationalism, but the posture of a position. For instance, there's the way Hank Brakora concentrates: his book in a V for victory formation, arms akimbo, and a ganglerish crook (no pun intended) on one knee. In general, Mary Kay Dark has to have two chairs side by side; one to sit on, the other to lean on—thus she can put her feet on the rungs and sit side-ways.

There, too, there's the Marge Milionski type, who concentrates better with their shoes off. But the aggressive progressing! Ah, they surely place the book in front of them, with graphite determination their feet between two cupped palms, and with an occasional glance peering over the page down. Don't they, Betty Eckel? But let us not overlook the members of the perpetrating group they look at the book incredulously, gaze heavenly, and if you to seek denial of those pretentious assumptions, then when the crisis is past, mortification must have the backing of all the students if it is to fulfill its purposes. Edward Rammus, president, and the various chairmen, Donald Meister, social life; Margaret Milionski, recreation; Helen Raines, campus activities; and James McCormick, professional life, also gave brief addresses, wherein they asked for student co-operation in making this the C. L. C.'s most successful year.

Rented (special student rates), sold, repaired.

We'll wager the "Aid to Russia" Fund made more noise than the big guns at Moscow.

The Herald goes to press there comes over the wire news of the death of Bonnie O'Brien, Jr., '36, killed in an air maneuver at Randolph Field. Faculty and students expressed a profound sympathy to the bereaved family.

Randolph Field. Faculty and students expressed a profound sympathy to the bereaved family.
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